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Add visual excitement to your homework assignments, to stationery, windows, walls, and other flat

surfaces with the 18 fascinating sticker illustrations in this colorful and educational collection.You'll

find accurate drawings of the sun and all the planets in our solar system as well as moons,

asteroids, and a comet. There are realistic drawings of Mercury (the smallest Planet),

cloud-shrouded Venus, Jupiter and its four moons, Saturn and its rings, and ten other heavenly

bodies. Identification captions are included.
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My son loves the solar system, so I purchased this little sticker book for him. He loved it, of course!

The only "complaint" I have (and it's really not THAT huge of a deal -- but you may want to know

before buying) is that the planet stickers are all the same size... even the sun is the same size as

the planets. I suppose it would have to be a larger book in order to put Jupiter in proportion to

Mercury, Venus, Earth, and Mars!

A lot of other reviewers complained that this is just stickers (one of each) in a non-reuseable book.

But that's all I wanted anyway. And I couldn't beat the price. Michael's was asking triple this price for

planet stickers that only included the 8 planets and nothing else. This has some moons and a



comet, etc.

These solar system stickers are super cute! My 1.5 year daughter is obsessed with the solar system

so I made her little planet, moon & Galaxy magnets using these stickers. With these stickers, a little

mod podge, wood circles and magnets she has her own little solar system to play with. And after

playing with all her new magnets she can name all the planets! Fun, cute & educational!

This is a tiny book of stickers of planets, some comets and suns. Very few of the stickers are

duplicates.I ordered three of these, and one came in with black and white pages instead of full

color...not worth returning at the price I paid, though. Good for sticker rewards.

Usually I do read all the info, this time I didn't. It is a LITTLE activity book. There are exactly 18

stickers, all about the same size. No information or order except the name of each planet, moon or

comet.

I feel like this is probably for children, but as a grown up child, I love this little sticker book. I went

through the first one so quickly that I ordered a second... and i may need to order a 3rd soon.

This is a mini sticker book, it fit in the hand and has no to many stickers, it work however if you need

to illustrate a homework or a notebook.

The book contains circles which stick on something. There isn't anything inside the book which

wouldplace them in their order in the solar system. This is not an aid in learning as I thought it would

be.Disappointed to say the least.
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